Estimating invasion dynamic is important to the management of invasive species, and 2 geopolitical-unit level data are usually the most abundant and available records of invasive 3 species. Here, for the first time we evaluated performances and similarities of eight common 4 methods to estimate spread pattern and spread dynamic of invasive species with geopolitical-5 unit level data, and assessed impacts of variations in geopolitical-units on each method using 6 simulated spread data. We also formulated a concave hull boundary displacement method (i.e., 7 CEB) and an area-based regression method (i.e., AER) for estimating spread with geopolitical-unit 8 data. Three regions with different sized counties in the United States (U.S.) were selected to 9 conduct simulations and three spread scenarios were simulated. R 2 and root mean square error 10 were used to evaluate the abilities of all methods to estimate spread. Correlation coefficients 11 were used to assess the similarity pattern of all methods. Finally, kudzu bug Megacopta cribraria, 12 an invasive insect in the U.S., was used as a case study to test the generality of some results 13 concluded from the simulated research. We found the CEB and two regression methods 14 consistently estimated the right expansion patterns. Two boundary displacement and two area-15 based regression methods estimated highly correlated spread and were the best four methods, 16 among which CEB had the best estimation. Distance-based regression methods are sensitive to 17 irregularity and stochasticity in spread, and the minimum spread distance method had low ability 18 to estimate spread. The case study showed consistent results with the simulated research. Both 19 regression and boundary displacement methods can estimate spread patterns, overall rate, and 20 spread dynamics of invasive species. Boundary displacement methods best estimate spread rates 21 and dynamics; however, for spread without clear infestation outlines, area-based regression 22 methods can be good alternatives.
Introduction
and its coefficient of variation (CV) in three regions are listed in Table 1 . To evaluate abilities of common methods to estimate spread patterns of invasive species, 153 we simulated three types of spread summarized by Shigesada et al. (1995) : 1) linear spread, 2) 154 biphasic spread resulting from two linear-spread phases, and 3) logistic growth function spread. 155 These three types of spread were commonly observed in research focused on invading organisms 156 (e.g., Lantschner et al., 2014; Mineur et al., 2010) . We simulated three spread scenarios to 157 compare the performance of all methods. We first simulated a symmetric spread (S1) to evaluate 158 accuracies of all methods under this ideal scenario ( Fig. 1 (a)-(b) ). To evaluate capability of all 159 methods to deal with anisotropy in spread, we simulated an asymmetric spread (S2) reflecting 160 heterogeneity ( Fig. 1 (c)-(d)). We also simulated a LDJD (S3) to see how different methods 161 response to this random event ( Fig. 1 (e )-(f)). However, estimating the spread ability of invasive 162 species with LDJD is arguable, as LDJD, which is caused by rare random event, can dramatically 163 falsely increase the spread rate. Thus, we only simulated a scenario of LDJD, and more (probably 164 better) methods to estimate spread rates with LDJD are included in Discussion. We simulated 165 these three spread patterns for all scenarios and regions.
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Simulation of Symmetric Spread
For the simulation of S1, the Type 1 has a constant 167 rate for all periods. We set this rate to 20 km/year, as it approximates the mean spread rate of 168 invasive species based on multiple research (e.g., Horvitz et al., 2017; Suarez et al., 2001; Tobin 169 et al., 2007) . For Type 2 the simulated rate was set to 20 km/year for the first 12 invasion years 170 and 30 km/year for the following 12 years, thus the mean spread rate is 25 km/year for the whole 171 period. The Type 3 follows a logistic growth function = 826/(1 + −0.43 * ( −10) ), where y and 172
x represent the total spread distance and spread time, respectively.
173
Simulation of Asymmetric Spread Simulation of the three spread types for S2 is similar 174 with S1, except that the rates varied among different directions ( Fig. 1 (c 
Simulation of Long-Distance Jump Dispersal
To simulate S3, we added two jump 178 dispersal events in S1 with one occurring in year 9 and another occurring in year 18 ( Fig. 1 (e )-(f)).
179
To make the S3 in three regions comparable, the distances among the two jump points and the 180 spread origin are set the same for all regions ( Fig. 1 (e )-(f)). The jump point would become a new 181 spread origin, from which further spreads occur in all directions. We set this rate to 20 km/year for all jump points and spread types for clarity and simplicity.
Simulated Rates
The Equidistant conic map projection was used for S1 and S3 to maintain 184 the same spread distance in all regions, whereas the Lambert conformal conic map projection 185 was used for S2 to maintain the asymmetry of spread in all regions. Unlike S1 ( Fig. 1 (a) ), the 186 spread rates for S2 and S3 cannot be directly derived from the spread algorithm. The spread rates 187 for S2 and S3 were derived as the mean spread distance in all directions in the given period ( Fig.   188 1. (c), (e)). We also used this method to estimate the simulated rate for S1 to see how well the 189 calculated rates match the simulated rates.
190
Converting Simulation to Geopolitical-Unit Level Spread To convert the simulated spread 191 (shown in Fig. 1 (a) , (c), (e)) to geopolitical-unit level spread (shown in Fig.1 (b) , (d), (f)), we 192 selected counties that were infested in the same periods (i.e., every three years). A county is only 193 defined as first infested when more than 10% area is included in the simulated spread zone to 194 eliminate margin effect. To reflect real world stochasticity, we randomly assigned 5% of the 195 counties first infested in each period as non-infested counties ( Fig. 1 ). To determine whether the county size and its variation affect the values of estimated rates 246 by each method, we tested the significance of correlations between the estimated rates with the 247 mean and coefficient of variation (CV) of county size. To assess the impact of county size and its 248 variation on accuracies of estimated rates, we tested the significance of correlations between the 249 mean and CV of county size and R 2 of the estimation for each region and spread scenario. The mean spread distance in all directions can provided an accurate measurement on the 273 simulated rates according to its estimation for S1 (R 2 =1.00). For all scenarios, the MSD method 274 consistently estimated a higher spread rate in regions with larger county size leading to 275 underestimation of rates in R1 but overestimation in R3 (Table 3) . For S1, all other methods 276 estimated similar spread rates with simulated rates (Table 3) . However, the MDR method 277 estimated a significantly lower rate (P=0.003) and the COB estimated higher rate than the 278 simulations (P=0.002). For S2 and S3, all regression methods tended to estimate significantly 279 higher rates than the simulations (Table 3) , whereas the boundary displacement methods 280 estimated significantly higher spread rates when LDJD occurred.
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Based on R 2 , all methods estimated S1 best and S3 least ( Table 4 ). The MSD and NIR 282 methods estimated spread poorly when all three regions were analyzed (R 2 <0.1). For S1 and S2, 283 the CEB, CDR and MDR were the best three methods, whereas COB, CEB, and IAR were the best 284 three methods for S3. Despite the large county sizes and great variations in the size of the counties 285 in R3, all methods had higher R 2 than that for S3. Based on both R 2 and RMSE on spread rate for 286 all scenarios and regions, CEB had the best estimation, followed by COB, IAR, and AER. 
Accuracy to Estimate Spread Dynamics
Compared to the overall rate, the ability to estimate spread dynamics (see Appendix S3) 298 decreased for all methods (Table 5 ). All methods, with the exception of NIR, AER, and MSD, had 299 high rates of performance for S1 and R1 and lower rates of performance for S3 and for R3. The 300 MSD method had a low performance rate for all scenarios and regions. CDR and MDR only had 301 good estimation for S1 (Table 5) . Similarly, CEB, AER, IAR, and COB were the best four methods 302 for all scenarios and regions based on both R 2 and RMSE (Table 5) , whereas CEB showed 303 consistently accurate estimates for all regions and scenarios (R 2 > 0.75). 
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Impact of County Size and its Variation on Estimation of Spread Rate 308
Significantly positive and negative correlations existed between the county size and 309 spread rates estimated by MSD and NIR, respectively (Table 6) . Additionally, larger county sizes 310 also led to higher estimated spread dynamics for IAR, CEB, and COB (Table 6 ). For the accuracy of 311 estimated rates, significantly negative correlation of R 2 with mean and CV of county size was only 312 observed on the IAR method for overall rate, but were observed on IAR, CEB, and COB for spread 313 dynamics ( Table 6 ). These negative correlations suggest that accuracy is negatively impacted by 314 the county size and its variation. However, for NIR and AER the variation in mean county size 315 among all periods is more influential than the size of county on the estimation accuracy. All methods estimated highly correlated overall rates in R1 (r>0.90, Fig. 3 (a) ) and R2 323 (r>=0.85, Fig. 3 (b) ), whereas the large county size in R3 only dramatically decreased the 324 similarities of MSD with the remaining methods ( Fig. 3 (c) ). For both S1 and S2, all methods 325 (except NIR and MSD) estimated highly correlated overall rates among each other and with the 326 simulation (r>=0.90, Fig. 3 (e ), (f)). Similarities of CDR and MSD with other methods also 327 decreased for S3, however very high positive correlations were still observed among IAR, AER, 328 CEB, and COB ( Fig. 3 (g) ). The spread dynamics are more sensitive to the irregularities and stochastic events than 337 overall rate, consequently, high correlations among all methods were only observed for S1 in R1 338 ( Fig. 4 (a) ). With the increase of anisotropy and stochasticity in spread in R1 and R2, the 339 similarities of the CDR, MDR, MSD, and NIR decreased with other methods (Fig. 4 (b)-(c) ).
316
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Nevertheless, estimated dynamics by AER, IAR, COB, and CEB still had high correlations among 341 each other and with the simulated dynamics (r>0.90, Fig. 4 (b)-(c) ). The similarity of all methods 342 was further weakened in R3, and very high correlations were only observed among IAR, COB, and 343 CEB (r>0.80, Fig. 4 (h) ). (Lantschner et al., 2014; Liang et al., 2019; Sharov et al., 1999) , the accuracy of estimated spread 462 patterns matters more than the values of spread rates. pest. Insecta Mundi 121: 1-11.
